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Comparison between envelope protein VP19 and 

tegument protein VP26 of white spot syndrome virus in 

crustaceans: An in-silico approach 

 
Mehedi Mahmudul Hasan 

 
Abstract 
This study considered previously published sequences of VP19 and VP26 structural proteins of White 

Spot Syndrome Virus. The sequences were retrieved from National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI). VP 19 sequences were from the isolates of India, China, Singapore, Mexico and the 

Netherlands. VP26 sequences were from the isolates of India, China, Brazil and Mexico. These were 

aligned using UNIPROT and the phylogenetic trees were drawn through MEGA 7. VP19 sequence of the 

Singapore isolate (accession no. AAK96179) and VP26 sequence of the Chinese isolate were reference 

proteins in this study. Mutations were observed in the amino acid position of 9, 15, 66, 71, 73 and 95 in 

the VP19 sequences from other geographical locations than the reference one. In the VP26 sequences, 

mutations started from the 127th amino acid position. Amino acid substitutions were observed in the 

hydrophobic, polar and charged regions of both the proteins. Although mutations were observed, the 

sequences of the individual proteins show a conserved nature in different geographical locations for the 

sequence homology. 
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1. Introduction 

White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) appeared in shrimp farms in 1992 in Taiwan. This virus 

caused huge mortality followed by an outbreak in Japan in 1994 and to several other countries 

later [1]. It was thought that crustaceans of Asia had spread to other continents as Australia’s 

shrimp farms got affected by this deadly virus [2]. WSSV is a double-stranded DNA virus 

which is very large in size varying from 281 kbp to 312 kbp with high levels of homology 

among the published genomes [3]. Chen et al [4] mentioned that the difference in size is due to 

small insertions and a large deletion with a very little variation. Isolates from different 

geographic locations do not show much variation in proteome and morphology belong to the 

family Whispovirus [5].  

Structural proteins VP28 and VP19 are placed in the envelope and VP26, VP24 and VP15 are 

in the nucleocapsid [6]. Later the classification of structural proteins changed and VP26 were 

included as a tegument protein. VP28, VP26 and VP24 could be the result of gene duplication 

because of evolution [7]. None of these major structural proteins are glycosylated which is a 

very exceptional feature among the enveloped viruses [8]. This current study compares the 

amino acid sequences of the major envelope protein VP19 and nucleocapsid protein VP26. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Sequence dataset 

VP19 and VP26 Sequences were downloaded from NCBI. 8 VP19 sequences and 7 VP26 

sequences from different geographic locations of the world were selected for study.  
 

2.2 Multiple sequence alignment and drawing phylogenetic tree 

All the sequences were aligned using MEGA 7 [9]. Phylogenetic trees for both the protein 

sequences were also drawn using MEGA 7. Maximum likelihood method was chosen for 

generating the phylogenetic trees. 
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2.3 Analysis of amino acid properties 

Annotations and the amino acid properties of both the 

alignment were done through UNIPROT [10-11]. Similarity, 

hydrophobic, negative, positive, aliphatic, tiny, aromatic, 

charged, small, polar, big, serine-threonine were considered 

for the analysis. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Table 1 and 2 contain a list of sequences that were 

downloaded from NCBI, the name of the country from which 

these isolates were collected including their size and date of 

submission. Sequences were selected from different 

geographical locations.  

 
Table 1: List of downloaded sequences of VP19 from NCBI. 

 

Accession no. Country Size (aa) Date of submission 

YP_009220610 [12] China 121 2015 

AAY27881 [13] China 66 2005 

ABI74630 [14] India 121 2006 

AAR12964 [15] India 121 2003 

AF369029_182 [5] The Netherlands 121 2004 

AAO69661 [16] China 121 2003 

CAI79042 [17] Mexico 120 2005 

AAK96179 [18] Singapore 121 2001 

 

Table 2: Downloaded sequences of VP26 from NCBI 
 

Accession no. Country Size (aa) Date of submission 

AUJ79481 [19] Brazil 204 2017 

AAO69663 [16] China 204 2003 

CAI79043 [20] Mexico 189 2005 

ABI74632 [14] India 205 2006 

AWQ60442 [21] Mexico 184 2017 

AWQ63411 [21] Mexico 144 2017 

AWQ63811 [21] Mexico 131 2017 

 

Figure 1 and 2 show the membrane spanning and the alpha-

helical regions and of VP19. Multiple sequence alignment is 

colored to show the regions. Figure 3 describes the similarity 

in amino acids in the selected sequences. There are mutations 

at the position 9 with serine in two sequences while others 

have Proline. There are mutations observed in position 15 of 

those two same sequences with Valine instead of Alanine in 

rest of the sequences. There is Proline at the 66th position of 

sequence from instead of Serine. Only one sequence has been 

found to have Valine at the 71st position while others are 

having Aspartic acid. In the position 73, all have Aspertic acid 

without one having Valine. There is a mutation at position 95 

also having Threonine in one sequence while other sequences 

contained Methionine. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: VP 19 transmembrane (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, 

AAK96179) 

 

 
 

Fig 2: VP19 region (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, AAK96179) 
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Fig 3: VP19 similarity (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, 

AAK96179) 

 
There are amino acid substitutions in VP19 sequences all over the world in the hydrophobic, polar, charged regions (Fig 4, 5 and 6). 

 

 
 

Fig 4: VP19 hydrophobic (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, 

AAK96179) 

 

 
 

Fig 5: VP19 polar (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, AAK96179) 
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Fig 6: VP19 charged (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. YP_009220610, AAR12964, ABI74630, AF369029_182, AAO69661, CAI79042, AAK96179) 

 

Transmembrane region and domain of the VP26 among the 

sequences are shown in Figure 7 and 8. The domain of the 

VP26 includes the regions including the transmembrane and 

non-terminal residues. All the mutations in the sequences 

have started after 126 amino acids (Fig 9). Amino acid 

substitutions are there in hydrophobic, polar and charged 

regions for the mutations. (Fig 10, 11 and 12). 

 

 
 

Fig 7: VP26 transmembrane (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, 

AWQ63811) 

 

 
 

Fig 8: VP26 domain (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, AWQ63811) 
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Fig 9: VP26 similarity (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, AWQ63811) 

 

 
 

Fig 10: VP26 Hydrophobic (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, AWQ63811) 

 

 
 

Fig 11: VP26 Polar (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, AWQ63811) 
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Fig 12: VP26 Charged (Row 1 to 7: Accession no. AUJ79481, AAO69663, CAI79043, ABI74632, AWQ63411, AWQ60442, AWQ63811) 

 

 
 

Fig 13: Molecular phylogenetic analysis by Maximum Likelihood method. 

 

The evolutionary history was made on the basis of the JTT 

matrix-based model [22]. The tree with the maximum log 

likelihood (-330.45) is publicised. Preliminary tree for the 

heuristic search was attained automatically by using 

‘‘Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise 

distances’’ projected applying a JTT model, and then 

choosing the topology by ‘‘superior log likelihood value’’. 

The investigation involved 8 amino acid sequences of VP19. 

All positions with gaps and missing data were removed. Final 

dataset contained 66 positions. Evolutionary investigation was 

conducted in MEGA7 [23]. 
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 AUJ79481.1 VP26 White spot syndrome virus

 AAO69663.1 VP26 Shrimp white spot syndrome virus(2)

 CAI79043.1 VP26 nucleocapsid protein partial Shrimp white spot syndrome virus

 ABI74632.1 truncated major structural protein VP26 partial Shrimp white spot syndrome virus

 AWQ60442.1 wsv311 Shrimp white spot syndrome virus(2)

 AWQ60442.1 wsv311 Shrimp white spot syndrome virus

 AWQ63411.1 wsv311 Shrimp white spot syndrome virus

 AWQ63811.1 wsv311 Shrimp white spot syndrome virus
 

 

Fig 14: Molecular phylogenetic analysis by Maximum Likelihood method. 

 

The evolutionary history was made on the basis of the JTT 

matrix-based model [22]. The tree with the maximum log 

likelihood (-413.01) is publicised. Preliminary tree for the 

heuristic search was attained automatically by using 

‘‘Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise 

distances’’ projected applying a JTT model, and then 

choosing the topology by ‘’superior log likelihood value’’. 

The investigation involved 8 amino acid sequences of VP26. 

All positions with gaps and missing data were removed. Final 

dataset contained 127 positions. Evolutionary investigation 

was conducted in MEGA7 [23].  

Since this virus contains a DNA which is double stranded, it 

is more stable [3]. There is not much variation through its 

evolution. Since WSSV is found in shrimps, crabs and some 

other crustaceans, it can transfer from one location to another 

through the host. The selected sequences were from different 

geographical locations. 

The VP19 is placed with VP28 at the envelope which is 

involved with systematic infection [24]. Alignment of the 

sequences of VP19 has shown 94.215% similarity with 114 

identical positions (Figure 3). The sequences were chosen 

from different countries where the culture water temperatures 

differ from each other. Temperature is a very important 

parameter that could play a role in outbreak [25]. Among the 

chosen sequences, the Singapore one was first submitted to 

NCBI in 2001 [18]. It had proline at the amino acid position 9, 

alanine at 15, proline at 66, aspartic acid at 71 and 73 and 

methionine at 95 which were substituted later on in some 

other sequences. At position 9, proline was substituted by 

Serine in two of the Indian isolates of 2003 and 2006. At 

position 15, alanine was substituted by valine in both the 

Indian isolates. Proline at the position 66 of the Singapore 

isolate was substituted by serine in all other sequences from 

different countries. Aspartic acids at the position 71 and 73 

were mutated to valine in the Chinese isolate of 2003 and in 

the Dutch isolate of 2004. Singapore isolate’s methione of 

position 95 which falls into the transmembrane region (Fig 1) 

was substituted by the one Indian isolate (2006). It is 

observed in Figure 4 that hydrophobic region has two 

mutations by serine and one by threonine in Indian isolates. 

There are changes in amino acid properties of polar and 

charged regions (Fig 5 and Fig 6) though it cannot be said that 

these are playing a very important role to change the tertiary 

structure of the protein since Mishra and Shekhar (2005) 

mentioned that WSSV of Indian isolate and isolates from 

other geographical locations show very much similarity in 

external morphology [26]. 

In case of the tegument protein VP26, the Chinese isolate [16] 

is the earliest one among the selected sequences (Table 2). 

There is no mutation in the transmembrane region of the 

protein (Fig 7). The domain consists of 203 amino acids of the 

204 amino acids which is observed in the sequences of China 

in 2003 and Brazil in 2017 (Fig 8). Amino acid substitutions 

are found after 126 amino acid positions in three of the 

sequences from Mexico which were submitted in 2017 (Fig 

9). Mutations were observed in the hydrophobic and polar 

regions of the sequences of Mexico, accession numbers 

AWQ63411, AWQ60442 and AWQ63811 and India 

(ABI74632) (Fig 10 and 11). In the charged region of amino 

acids, mutations were observed in all the sequences (Fig 12). 

Both the phylogenetic trees based on VP19 and VP26 

sequences display that the sequences did not have much 

variations and are highly homologous (Fig 13 and 14). 

Shekhar and Ravichandran (2007) mentioned in their study 

that these sequences of structural proteins show minor 

variation in sequences which supports the results of our study 
[27]. 

 

4. Conclusion 
The sequences show highly conserved nature of VP19 and 

VP26. VP19 is an envelope protein that may have important 

role in binding with the host protein. The mutations could be 

important for immunogenic response of the host which can 

only be confirmed after challenging the crustaceans with 

different phylotypes of these proteins. WSSV structural 

proteins can be used in search for remedy from white spot 

disease in crustaceans. These are structural proteins and may 

have evolved from gene duplication [7]. It is important to 

know if there is any effect of temperature on mutation and the 

virulence of isolates from different geographical locations.  
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